CLINICAL CASE AND MRI REVIEW

Dr. Verma welcomes your Clinical Case and MRI Review for a fee of $250. After Dr. Verma has reviewed all of the information regarding your case, he will email or call you directly with the results.

To initiate a Clinical Case and MRI Review with Dr. Verma, please follow the instructions below to prepare a package to be mailed to our office:

- Print out and complete the Patient Consent Form and Clinical History Form
- Gather ALL imaging on a disk (X-Ray, MRI, CT-SCAN)
- Gather and send ALL radiology reports and interpretations of the image studies
- Pay by credit card (instructions are included in Payment section of this document)

***We recommend patients gather and mail their own materials in order to avoid delays and shipping errors from image centers and/or clinics.***

Once all forms are complete, imaging has been gathered, and payment has been rendered, please mail the package to our Administrative Assistant, Michele Ress as follows:

Midwest Orthopaedics at Rush  
1611 W Harrison Street Suite 300  
Chicago, IL 60612  
Attn: Michele Ress

Please direct any questions regarding this process to Michele Ress at 312-432-2427.

We look forward to the opportunity to help you!

Dr. Verma and Team
Clinical Case and MRI Review Patient Consent Form

Consent for Clinical Case and MRI Review & Authorization for the Release of Medical Information

Patient Information

Name: ___________________________________________
Address: _________________________________________
                                                _________________________________________
                                                _________________________________________
Date of Birth: _________________________________
Home Phone: _________________________________

☐ I am 18 years or older.  ☐ I am under the care of a physician

Payment

(Please see Instructions on Page 5)

☐ I paid $250 by credit card _______________________________
   (Name on Credit Card)

Because there is not an opportunity for a physical examination, this Clinical Case and MRI Review differs from diagnostic services typically provided by a physician. Without the benefit of examining you in person and observing your physical condition, Dr. Verma may not be aware of facts or information that could influence or be critical to his opinion. By requesting this service, you acknowledge that you are aware of this limitation and agree to assume the risk of this limitation.
Risks and Privacy Policy Agreement

Please read the following and indicate agreement to each paragraph by checking the "I agree" box below that paragraph:

I understand that the Clinical Case and MRI Review that I will receive from Dr. Verma is preliminary and limited because it does not have information typically obtained through a physical examination. The absence of a physical examination could affect Dr. Verma’s ability to diagnose my condition or injury. This Clinical Case and MRI Review is not intended to replace a full medical evaluation or an in-person visit with a physician. I agree to solely assume the risks of the limitations associated with this review and understand that no warranty or guarantee is made to me concerning a specific result or cure of my condition or injury. I have read and agree to be bound by these conditions.

☐ Yes, I agree  ☐ No, I do not agree

I have received the Notice of Privacy Practices of Midwest Orthopaedics at Rush and understand the explanation of how they may use and disclose confidential health information that identifies me. I consent to let Midwest Orthopaedics at Rush use and disclose health information about my Clinical Case and MRI Review. I can revoke my consent in writing at any time except to the extent that Midwest Orthopaedics at Rush has already relied on my consent.

☐ Yes, I agree  ☐ No, I do not agree

Authorization to Release Medical Information

If you would like us to share information with your physician, you must authorize us to do so by providing your physician’s name and address and then signing below.

I hereby authorize Midwest Orthopaedics at Rush to release my Clinical Case and MRI Review report to the physician identified below.

☐ Yes, I would like you to send a copy of the online medical second opinion evaluation to the physician below.

Physician Name: ____________________________
Address:  ____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
Authorization for Clinical Case and MRI Review

I understand that if I do not sign the below authorization, Dr. Nikhil Verma will not be able to provide me with a Clinical Case and MRI Review. I also understand that any disclosure that Midwest Orthopaedics makes to a third party, such as the physician identified above, may or may not be protected by privacy laws.

This authorization is subject to revocation at any time, except to the extent that action has been taken thereon, and this authorization will expire one year from the date of authorization written below.

_________________________    ___________________________        _____/_____/_____
Signature of Patient**  Printed Name   Date Signed

**Parents may sign for their children under 18 years of age. If you are signing for a patient other than your minor child, a copy of legal papers verifying authority (e.g., Power of Attorney, Legal Guardian) must accompany the authorization when presented. The form must be signed, dated, witnessed by two people, and notarized when possible.
Payment

All payments must be received by credit card before films are reviewed.

Please click on the button below or enter http://sportssurgerychicago.com/pay directly into your browser to submit your payment.
Clinical History Form

Full Name: ____________________________________________    Age: ________

Related to:  Work Injury ___  Motor Vehicle Accident ____ Sport Accident ____No Injury ___

Which body part is injured? ____________________________    Right ____ / Left ____

Accident Date: ____________________________    If chronic, list how long: ____________

Please describe how the initial injury occurred and how it has limited your activity:

What symptoms are you experiencing?

What, if any, treatments have you tried for this injury?